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I.

INTRODUCTION
This Initial Brief is filed on behalf of Energy Michigan, Inc. (“Energy Michigan”) by its

attorneys, Varnum LLP. Failure to address any issues or positions raised by other parties should
not be taken as agreement with those issues or positions.
II.

ARGUMENT
A.

The Commission Should
Mechanism As Proposed.

Reject

DTE'

Revenue

Decoupling

As Mr. Zakem cited in his Direct Testimony, DTE acknowledges that its proposed
revenue decoupling mechanism ("RDM") was a "provisionary" proposal for which there is
"currently no statutory authority." 4 Tr. 1090. Energy Michigan therefore presumes that the
Company, in accordance with its testimony, will "rescind its RDM proposal." Id. However,
should legislation authorizing an RDM be passed before an Order is issued in this case, Energy
Michigan is concerned that the RDM proposed here is subject to a number of faults, which Mr.
Zakem outlines in his testimony. See, 6 Tr. 1699-1708. In summary, these are as follows:
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Conflict with DTE’s existing “Performance Incentive Mechanism” for Energy
Optimization.



DTE’s claim of reduction to risk and rate of return, but no such adjustment
proposed in its filing.



No mechanism to return additional and excess revenue that DTE claims is created
by DTE’s proposed economic development activities.



Erroneous application of the RDM surcharge to distribution sales, which results in
Electric Choice customers subsidizing reduced power supply revenues.



Erroneous definition of “non-fuel revenue,” which instead should be defined as
revenue that varies by sales level less variable costs.



Failure to remove monthly customer service charges from non-fuel revenue.



Failure to address variable O&M charges, which are a reduction of costs if sales
decline.

Further, should the Legislature pass a statute authorizing an RDM, the parties in this case
will not have had an opportunity to examine DTE's proposed RDM in the context of that
statutory approval to see if it accords with legal requirements. For this reason, DTE should be
precluded from offering an RDM proposal until there is statutory approval for such a mechanism
in place in advance. Energy Michigan would therefore ask that the Commission reject DTE's
proposed RDM even if there is legislation passed allowing for the approval of such mechanisms
before the issuance of a final Order in this case.
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B.

DTE's Proposed Economic Development Program Unfairly and
Disproportionately Affects Electric Choice Customers and is a Tax on
All Ratepayers
1.

DTE's Proposed Economic Development Expenses Unfairly
and Disproportionately Affect Electric Choice Customers

DTE asserts that the principle reason for it to undertake the proposed economic
development expenses is that it will lead to load growth. DTE asserts that this will help to
reduce rate pressure. 3 Tr. 234. However, as Mr. Zakem testifies, "[s]ales growth will primarily
affect costs in the power supply portion of DTE's business." 6 Tr. 1715. Because electric choice
customers do not take power supply, if the expenses of this effort are not first allocated between
power supply and distribution and assigned to customers on that basis, then electric choice
customers will be paying disproportionately for benefits that they do not enjoy. See, 6 Tr. 1715.
They will, in short, be subsidizing the power costs of DTE's full-service customers.
2.

DTE's Economic Development Program Amounts to a New
Economic Development Tax on DTE's Ratepayers

As Mr. Zakem points out in his testimony, in seeking ratepayer support for its economic
development program, DTE is behaving more like a state agency than a regulated electric utility.
6 Tr. 1716-1717. If DTE's shareholders believe that it would be advantageous for the company
to invest in economic development in Michigan, then DTE is already able to invest shareholder
dollars in such activities without needing to seek Commission approval. However, in order to
invest ratepayer money in such activities, as DTE seeks to do here, DTE should show some
direct benefit to those customers, or else the program violates Michigan's cost-causation
principles of rate design.
Instead of showing direct ratepayer benefits from the proposed economic development
program, DTE points to hypothetical and abstract benefits, such as increased load growth and
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sales through the expansion of business in the state, increased number of jobs, improved local
economies, and helping customers engage "in the work that utilities provide." 3 Tr. 234-235.
When one considers that in the context of physical assets we require a utility to satisfy the
principle of "used and useful," the speculative benefits of this program seem very hypothetical
indeed. The risk that these benefits will not be produced by DTE's investment of funds should
not be shouldered by the ratepayers, but the shareholders, as the shareholders will be the primary
beneficiaries of increased business and load growth for DTE, not the ratepayers.

Equally

important, is the countervailing concern that ratepayer-funded programs such as this one will
continue to drive up Michigan's rates, providing an increasing disincentive both to businesses
within the state looking to expand, and to new business considering Michigan as a place for new
investment.
C.

DTE’s Incentive Compensation Proposal Needs to Be Modified to
Properly Reflect True Costs and Benefits for its Customers.

Energy Michigan recommends that if the Commission approves an incentive
compensation mechanism, then it should require several modifications to the program proposed
by DTE. These suggested revisions will better align the proposed program with true cost of
service, in accordance with MCL 460.11(1).
As Energy Michigan’s witness, Mr. Alexander J. Zakem, pointed out in his Direct
Testimony, there are two main deficiencies in DTE’s program. The first is that it fails to tie the
performance being rewarded under the program to benefits to customers. See, generally, 6 Tr.
pp. 1718-1721. DTE Exhibit A-20, Schedule L5 shows that 62% of the incentive payout is tied
to financial goals that benefit shareholders and not customers. It is only equitable that if there is
to be a shared benefit based on these goals, that share should come from the increased
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shareholder earnings and not from customer rates. It is not reasonable to ask DTE’s customers to
pay increased rates to reward the Company for increasing revenue for its shareholders, when that
revenue increase has come from the customers themselves.
The second main deficiency in DTE’s proposed Incentive Compensation Program relates
to a failure to separate distribution service benefits from power supply service benefits. Five of
the eight “operating excellence” measures that DTE provides on Exhibit A-20, Schedule L5,
lines 46-59 relate directly to power plants. As Mr. Zakem discusses, Retail Open Access
(“ROA”) customers of DTE, who take only distribution service and not power supply, do not
receive, nor should they receive, the benefits that are associated with improvements in power
supply reliability or reductions in plant expenses. These customers are already paying another
supplier and the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (“MISO”) for these services. See, 6
Tr. 1721. Therefore, the Commission should require that, in accordance with the cost-of-service
principle of assigning costs to the customers that receive the benefits, ROA customers should be
charged only for those incentive program costs that benefit distribution-only customers, and not
for those that benefit power supply customers. The appropriate costs for distribution only
customers are shown on Exhibit A-20, Schedule L5, lines 37-44.
On rebuttal, DTE witness Lacey stated that he agrees with Energy Michigan that DTE's
Exhibit A-20 does not separate and allocate the costs associated with the proposed incentive
compensation mechanism into power supply and distribution, but he asserts that such a
separation is accomplished in the cost of service and rate design: "While it is true that Exhibit A20, Schedule L5 does not undertake a functional separation of the costs associated with incentive
compensation, the cost of service and subsequent rate design do just that. . . . . As a result,
costs functionalized as production-related are included solely in production rates and costs
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functionalized as distribution-related are included solely in distribution rates." 3 Tr. 438-439.
Unfortunately, those details of the cost of service study and rate design are not provided on the
record in this case.

Further, Mr. Lacey does not clarify how the incentive compensation

expenses are functionalized, only that they are functionalized. Every expense is “functionalized”
in the cost of service.

Energy Michigan’s position is that these expenses have to be

functionalized correctly.

How are the incentive payments for “operating earnings” and

“operating earnings per share” functionalized?

Do some of these dollars end up in the

distribution charge? The record created by DTE – in its testimony and exhibits – does not
answer those questions.
In its rebuttal testimony, DTE agrees with Energy Michigan that separation of incentive
compensation costs by distribution and power supply is appropriate to ensure that costs are
correctly allocated between power supply and distribution and testifies that it has done so in its
rate design. Yet DTE needs more specificity, not some generic “functionalization” that is not in
the case record. Regulation by the Commission drives accounting – accounting does not drive
regulation.
For these reasons, if the Commission decides to approve the Incentive Compensation
Program that DTE has proposed, it should also simply and clearly require DTE to structure the
program such that only expenses directly a part of providing distribution service be included in
distribution rates. Unspecified “functionalization” by DTE does not provide sufficient and
precise evidence on the record to allocate fairly the costs of the Incentive Compensation Program
to customer classes.
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D.

DTE's Proposed Change to the Metering Language in the Electric
Choice Tariff Should Not Be Accepted Without Modification

As Mr. Zakem explains in his testimony, Energy Michigan does not object to the
apparent intent of the change in the Retail Access Service Rider EC2 as proposed by DTE. What
is of concern is the language that DTE has chosen to implement the change. 6 Tr. 1722-1724.
The section of the tariff proposed for revision addresses when customers who are on electric
choice and are expanding their load will be counted as increasing participation in electric choice.
Mr. Zakem's recommendations were as follows:
1)

Make clear that the word "expand" is here being used with the same meaning
as in the Commission's September 29, 2009 Order in Case N. U-15801. He
accomplishes this by including the definition.

2)

Allow both the customer and the company to have input in determining
whether or not a metering situation at a customer's site is "impractical".

3)

Change the DTE waiver language from "may" to "will" – if the installation of a
meter is truly impractical, then DTE should not have the "sole discretion" to
refuse a waiver, as DTE's language would allow.

Taken as a whole, Mr. Zakem's modifications preserve the intent of the DTE tariff
revisions and keep the final decision of “impractical” metering in the hands of the Company. At
the same time Mr. Zakem’s proposed modifications acknowledge that the utility does not have
"sole discretion" to withhold a waiver unfairly even if the metering situation is impractical for
the customer; they also allow the customer to have some voice in the process. Under Mr.
Zakem’s proposed modifications, if the customer does not agree with the Company on whether
the metering situation is practical or not, the customer will have a right to register a complaint
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with the Commission, without the Company claiming that it has “sole discretion” under the
tariff.
III.

CONCLUSIONS AND PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Energy Michigan hereby respectfully requests that the Commission:
A. Reject the Revenue Deficiency Mechanism proposed by DTE; and
B. Reject recovery of costs for the Economic Development Program proposed by
DTE from ratepayers; and
C. Should it approve the Incentive Compensation Program that DTE has proposed,
also require that DTE functionalize costs and design rates with respect to power
supply and distribution costs in accordance with the Testimony of Mr. Zakem and
the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. Lacey, so as to satisfy cost of service principles;
and
D. Require that DTE modify its proposed changes to the electric choice tariff to
comply with the changes outlined by Mr. Zakem so as to ensure customers a role
in the decision making; and
E. Provide such other and further relief as the Commission may find lawful and
appropriate.
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